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1. INTR~DLJ~TI~N 
Let G be an exceptional group of Lie type over a finite field F,, q = p”, 
and assume the Weyl rank of G is at least four. Let X be the collection f
long root subgroups of G, and r the collection flong root elements of G. In 
[7,8 J we determined those subgroups L of G generated by long root 
subgroups with O,(L) = 1. This was done by studying the geometry of G 
acting on S’, with classification theorems only used in [7] to identify the 
possible isomorphism classes for L. In Part I [9] of this eries we determined 
those subgroups L of G generated by long root elements with O,(L) = 1 
where p > 2. In that paper we used Aschbacher’s powerful result classifying 
the groups in Chev(p) for p odd (21 in order to identify L. In this paper we 
complete the determination in the case p = 2, using the theorems of 
Aschbacher [ 11, Fischer [ 131 and Timmesfeld [ 181 to identify L. The deter- 
mination of the subgroups of classical groups generated by elements central 
in a long root subgroup was carried out by Kantor [ 151 in all characteristics 
using the aforementioned classification theorems. For references on earlier 
attempts at these determinations for the classical groups see the introduction 
of [15]. 
In another paper [ 111 we make use of our results todetermine the minimal 
degree of a permutation representation f an exceptional group. We also 
foresee these results having application tothe more general problem of deter- 
mining the maximal subgroups of an exceptional group. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be an exceptional group of Lie type over F,, and Weyl rank at least 
four. 
(2.1) Notations. .K will denote the collection flong root subgroups of 
G. r= U,,. x#. For a subgroup L of G, r(L) = rf’~ L. A subgroup L of G 
is a r-subgroup if L = (r(L)). Similarly s(L) = {X E K: X < L) and L is 
an X-subgroup of L = (.x(L)). If L = (T(L)), then we set L’= (X E Z: 
xnL#0). 
Our underlying motivation for this study is the determination of the 
maximal subgroups M of G, and in this paper, we are especially interested in
the case where r(M) # 0. If Q = O,(M) # 1, then M = N(Q) is a 2-local, 
and hence by the theorem of Bore1 and Tits [4], M is a maximal parabolic 
subgroup. Since the structure and conjugacy of these subgroups is well 
known (cf. [6]) we are mostly interested inthe case O,(M) = 1. Thus assume 
T(M) # pI and O,(M) = 1. Set M, = (T(M)) and for x E T(M) = T(M,), let 
L = L(x) = (x”‘~). Then by [lo], L is transitive on r(L) and 
MO = L . GM,, (L)). In particular L a M, and L Qa M. Consequently, L 
satisfies 
(i) L = (r(L)) is transitive on T(L); and 
(ii) O,(L) = 1. 
(2.2) 
It is essentially the conjugacy classes of L satisfying (2.2) that we 
determine here. 
The following is essentially (12.1) of 13) and has been proved for the 
exceptional groups in [ 7 1. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let G be a group of Lie type of rank at least two, not 
2Fq(q), over a field F, = IF,m, and .% the collection fcenters of long root 
subgroups. Then for X # YE ,S, we have one of the following: 
(1) [XT Y] = 1, (X3 Y>“= Uz.r((x,v)) z#; 
(2) [X, Y] = 1, -X((X, Y)) = {XT Y}; 
(3) (X, Y) is isomorphic to ap-Sylow of SL,(p”‘); 
(4) (X, Y) z SL2(pm) [or PSL2(pm) when G =PQf(4, pm)]. 
(2.4) Remarks. (i) When (X, Y) is as in (1) of (2.3) we write (X, Y) E f 
or YE f(X). 
(ii) When (X, Y) is as in (i) of (2.3) we write (X, Y) Efi or Y Eh(X). 
When W, r) E A, Z=(X,Y)=[X,Y]=Z((X,Y>)E.%, (X -a 
(K Z) ES andf(X)nfP’) = {Zl. 
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(iii) If f # 0, then for (X, Y) E f, we let XY = X((X, Y)), and so 
(XY( = 4 + 1. If we set 9 = {XY: (X, Y) E fl, then (X9) is a Lie Incidence 
structure. Additionally, if $? c %, then P(p) = {I E 9 : 15 %/). Suppose 
now that (X, Z) E f2 and f # 0. Let f(X, Z) = f (X) n f (Z), S(X, Z) = 
Jq(X, Zf (X9 Z))). Then the pairs cf(X, Z), P(j(X, Z)) and 
(S(X, Z), y(S(X, Z)) are non-degenerate propolar spaces of orthogonal type 
with rankf(X, Z) + 1 = rank S(X, Z). This is proved for the exceptional 
groups in [ 7). For exceptional groups the possibilities for S(X, Z) are given 
in Table I. 
(iv) When (X, Y) E f4 we say X and Y are opposites and call 
X‘((X Y)) 1 d an sometimes abusing notation (X, Y)] a hyperbolic line. 
(v) We also extend our notation to r, so if x, y E r with R, #R,, 
then we write (x, JJ) E f [resp. (x, y) EL] if and only if (R,, R,,) Ef [resp. 
(Rx, R,) E.&l (h ere R, is the unique element of .% containing X, R, =x3. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let G be as in (2.3) with p = 2 and assume L = (P(L)) is 
transitive on T(L) = A. 
(A) Then A is a collection of root involutions for L. 
(B) Let Q= O,(L) and assume L > Q. Set L/Q = I? and denote -- 
images in L/Q by the overbar. Then L, A are one of the following. 
(i) L = Om(A), A E Chev(2) not ‘F,(2”9 and d can be taken to be the 
class of involutions in long root subgroups in A; 
(ii) 0 * (2n, 2”“), J the transvections; 
(iii) Rt (8, 2”“) . z,, where the C, is generated by the triality 
automorphism and a transvection x, d is the class of x; or P.G’(8, r) . Z:, , 
r = 3 or 5 obtained similarly using a reflection x; 
(iv) PR*,“(n, r), r = 3 or 5, d the reflections corresponding to n; 
(VI z,, n > 5, 2 the transpositions; 
(vi) F,, , F,, , F24, d the class of 3-transpositions; 
TABLE I 
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(vii) A,, 2 the class of inuoZz4tions; 
(viii) HJ, 3 the class of central involutions; 
(ix) PSL2(2m2) 2 C,, J the preimages of transposition in this wreath 
product. 
Proof. (A) follows immediately from (2.3) and (B) easily from Fischer 
[ 131, Aschbacher [ 11, and Timmesfeld [ 181. 
In determining the classes of L satisfying (2.2) we may additionally 
assume L satisfies one of 
O(L) = Z(L); 12.6) 
or 
O(L) 4 Z(L). (2.7) 
In Section 3 is Table II with examples of L satisfying (2.2) and (2.6) in 
G = E,(2”). The classes in any of the other groups Fd(2m), *E,(2”‘), E (2”) 
or E,(2”) can be deduced from this table. Section 4 is devoted to proving 
this table is complete and this is our first main result. In our final section, 
Section 5, we state and prove our result for L satisfying (2.2) and (2.7). This 
will principally be done by proving analogues of the lemmas in Section 3 of 
[8] and by quoting the methods used in Section 5 of that paper to prove’the 
corresponding result. Because we will often be quoting results and methods 
from [7-91, we will refer to these papers as [Geom I], [Geom II], and 
[ Sbgp I], respectively. 
3. EXAMPLES OF L SATISFYING (2.2) AND (2.6) IN E,(2m) 
In this section, Table II gives examples of subgroups L of G = E,(2”) with 
L satisfying 
L = (T(L)) is transitive on T(L), O,(L) = 1 (2.2) 
and 
O(L) = Z(L). (2.6) 
The existence of such classes of subgroups follows from [Geom I] and 
[Geom II]. In Table II, column 1, we have indicated any restrictions 
necessary on the field IF, = F,m. In column 2 is the isomorphism type of L, 
in column 3 the isomorphism type of 2. Column 4 has (C,-(L)) = (C,(E)), 
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and column 5 gives C = C,(L) = C,(E) and the last column we indicate by 
an N or Y, respectively, if N&C) (or N&C) when J? = G) is maxima1 in 
G. 
(3.1) Notation. E, will denote an elementary abelian two subgroup of 
order $. S, will denote the central product of k copies of a 2-Sylow of 
SL,(q). For group A, B, A 1 B will denote a group R containing A as a 
normal subgroup having B as a complement. .Z:, is the symmetric group of 
degree k. 
Since there are Z’subgroups Yi, 1 < i < 4, of G with Y, E F4(q), 
Y2 g *E,(q), Y3 z EC(q) and Y4 E E,(q) with Zi = C,(Yi) = (C,.(Yi)), where 
Z, g G2(q), Z, z SU,(q), Z, z SL,(q) and Z, z SL,(q), we can deduce 
from Table II examples of subgroups L satisfying (2.2) and (2.6) in Yi for 
i= 1,2,3 and 4. 
4. DETERMINATION OF L WITH O(L)=Z(L) 
The main result of this section is 
(4.1) THEOREM. If G = E,(2”), L < G satisfies (2.2) and (2.6), then L 
belongs to one of the conjugacy classes of groups listed in Table II. 
Theorem (4.1) is proved in a sequence of lemmas and propositions. The 
corresponding results for F;4(2m), ‘E,(2’3 E,(2m) and E,(2m) can be deduced 
from Table II and following from (4.1). 
TABLE II 
SL*(2m”) 
SL,(2m”) 
SU3(2m”), mO > 1 
Sp(4, 2m”) 
26 
SU(4, 2m”) 
SU(4, 2) 
sy5, 2m”) 
Sp(6, 2m”) 
SU(6. 2”“) 
S-h(q) 
E,\%(9) 
=J,(9) 
SP(434) 
E,\SP(4,9) 
&\SP(4> 9) 
SU(4.4) 
E,\SU(4> 9) 
SW53 9) 
SP(~, 9) 
SW63 9) 
E,(q) E,(q) 
En\-%,,,- ‘&y, E,,\Zo,,- )\Em) N’ 
Z ,3.q+ 1,\2E6(9) z,,.,, ,,\%(9) Y 
fi,Sq) Q,,(q) N 
s,\=,(q) x G,(q)’ s,\%(q) x GA) N 
E,,\=,(q) E,,\SMq) N 
fi,(q) Q,(9) N 
E,4\SLk) E,.,\%(q) N 
SU(S, 9) SU(5>9) Y 
SMd x G,(9)’ G(9) x G,(9) N 
G(q) x SU,(9)’ SL*(9) x SU,(9) N 
Table continued 
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TABLE II-Continued 
ScJ(7, 2mo) 
W3, qm”) 
.9@, 2mo) 
W3, Zmo) 
SU(8, 2”‘“) 
SU8(2y 
SL,(2rnO) 
G2(2*9 
3D,(2m0) 
SL,(2”“) 
Q7(2m”) 
Qp(2ma) 
SL,(2”“) 
SL6(2y 
SL,(2rn”) 
SLB(2m”) 
SLs(2y 
SL9(2rn”) 
n; (2”“) 
4(2m”) 
Q,PrnO) 
Q:*(2ma) 
f211(2mo) 
R,P”“) 
Q:*Pma) 
QllPrn”) 
f2 amof 
fi:4cn 
QtP”) 
fJ mm”) 
F4Vmo) 
z U.P-1~\&G7) 
4Wmo) 
J%(~~O) 
c5 
c, 
C8 
C8 
E:, 
G. 
‘% 
c9 
c9 
x9 
Cl, 
W7,4) 
Sp(8,q) 
Sp(8,q) 
SP(~, 4) 
SW33 4) 
=J,iq) 
f%(q) 
G,(q) 
‘D,(q) 
%(q) 
Q,(s) 
Q,(q) 
‘%(q) 
f%(q) 
SL,(q) 
%hl) 
SM7) 
S-wq) 
Q:(q) 
Q,(q) 
Qd4) 
Q :0(q) 
Q,,(s) 
QUk) 
Q :2(q) 
Q,,(q) 
Q,(q) 
Q :4(q) 
J2,5+7) 
Jm4) 
F,(q) 
z o.~--I,\u?) 
E,(q) 
E,(q) 
SPA?) 
SPA) 
SP, (4) 
S,\SP,k) 
%\SP,(f?) 
E,\SP&) 
S,\SP&) 
SPA?) 
SP,(cJ) 
SPA) 
SPA) 
SL*(q) 
G,(q) 
1 
Z a,-,,\Wd 
F,(q) 
‘D,(q) 
Q:0(4) 
fu) 
a;(q) 
Su?) 
SLdq) x SL,(q) 
=&7) 
SM7) 
1 
1 
Q,‘(q) 
Q,(s) 
SU,(q) 
S-u?) 
SPA?) 
1 
SL,(q) x SLAq) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
G,(q) 
SL,(q) 
%(q) 
1 
Q,,(q) 
s&(q) x G,(q)’ 
f%(q) x G&t) 
E, x 02i. If 0) 
E, x s, 
E, x G,(q)’ 
E, x 02* (. $0) 
G,(q) 
kl $0) 
G,(q) 
%(q) 
G,(q) 
SL*(q) 
o”(0 $0 ) 
SL*(q) 
1 
Z 13.PL,W&) 
F,(q) 
3D,(q) 
Q:,(q) 
~967) 
f&(q) 
G(q) 
%(q) x %(q) 
SL,(q) 
SL,(d 
1 
1 
Jx(q) 
a,(s) 
=J,(q) 
SLkl) 
SP&) 
%(q’) 
Su7) x SLk?) 
SW?) 
Z q+I 
Z q-1 
1 
1 
G,(q) 
%(q) 
%(Q) 
1 
~,1(4) 
%(s) x G,(q) 
%(q) x G,(q) 
E, x 02(. + O\Z,-, 
E, x 02(* + O\Z,- , 
E, x GM 
E, x 02’(. $E o\z,-, 
G,(q) 
SM?) 
o”(0 $0) 
G,(q) 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
5 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
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TABLE II-Continued 
Cl0 
Cl0 
Cl0 
R,(2”“) 
R ,(2”“) 
R,(2”“) 
Q,P”“) 
f2,(2”“) 
z,3,*+1+ II *wn7 
*E,(2*“0) 
z,Po-‘+(7,3) 
Z,Fzz 
ZJO-‘“(6, 3) 
SPA) 
SPA) 
&\SP*k) 
G(q) 
fi 37) 
Q:*(q) 
fls?) 
fi:6(4) 
Z, E,(q) 
*z,(q) 
E,.%(q) 
Z, 4(q) 
SM?) 
:(aea, 
El 
Q:(q) 
=47) 
SL*(q) x =2(q) 
1 
1 
SLdq) 
=J,(q) 
SL&) 
S-b(q) 
=2(q) x SL,(q) 
SL*(o) 
o”(0 $0) 
E, 
@t(4) 
SUq) 
SL*k) x =2(q) 
Z a-1 
1 
SL(q) 
SU,G?) 
SL,(q) 
SL,(q) 
SL*(q) x %(q) 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
m is odd; m,,/m 
z, *&(2ma) 
z,Po-‘+(7,3) 
ZPzz 
Z,PO-‘“(6, 3) 
0,(2”“) 
0-P) 
0:(2”‘), m, > 1 
0: (2”“) 
0,+(2mo) 
0;(2ma) 
PO+‘“(6, 3) 
Z, *E,(q) 
Z, *K.(q) 
Z, *E,(q) 
=Jdd 
SP&7) 
E,\SP&) 
SPA?) 
SP&) 
SPA7) 
SPh7) 
F,(q) 
SU,(q) 
SU,(q) 
SU,k) 
=2(q) x SU&) 
f%(q) x G(q)’ 
E, x G,(q)’ 
G(q) x G,(q) 
G,(q) 
h3, 
G,(q)’ 
SU,(q) 
SU,(q) 
SUk7) 
=2(q) x SU,(Q) 
.%(q) x G,(q) 
E, x GA) 
G(q) x G,(q) 
Gz(q) 
SL*(d 
o*‘(oso) 
G,(q) 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
m = 2n; nfn,, is odd 
SlJ,(2”“) 
SU4(2”O) 
SU,(2”“) 
SU,(2”“) 
SU,(2”“) 
SlJ,(2”~) 
SU*(2”9 
SU,(2”“) 
SL,(q) 
S-w?) 
Su7) 
S-%(q) 
SL 7(q) 
%(d 
SL*k) 
%(d 
Z,&(q) Z,-%(q) 
a:&) fi:,(q) 
=4?) SL,(q) 
.=2(q) x=&) SL*(q) xSL&) 
SL*(q) SL*(q) 
=2(q) =2(q) 
1 1 
1 1 
m = 3n; (n/n,, 3) = 1 
‘D4(2”7 J-G (4) G(q) Q: (4) Y 
’ By [ 51, E8(2’“O) is maximal in G precisely when m/m0 is prime. 
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(4.2) LEMMA. Let G, X be as in (2.3) with p = 2 and Xi E X for 
1 <i<4. Set K=(Xi: 1 <i<4), N=O,(K). Then N=K or N/K is a 
linear or classical group with rank at most four. 
Proof. Note, here, by convention G, and ‘D, are classical. This is just 
(3.4) in [Geom II]. 
Hereafter we assume G = E,(2’7, L satisties (2.2) and (2.6). We set 
J? = L/Q where Q = O(L) = Z(L). Also, 2 = Z(L)Q/Q. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Assume there are xi ET(L), 1 < i < 4, so L = 
(xi: 1 < i < 4). Then L has a non-trivial projective representation over afield 
of characteristic two of degree less than or equal eight. 
Proof. Follows immediately from (4.2). 
(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose x E r, y E f,(x). Then there is a unique z E R, 
so (x, y)zZ3. 
Proof. K = (x, RY) = (R,, R,) g SL,(q), q = 2m. Choose E = k1 so 
3 1 q + E. K has a unique class of elements of order 3 and if u is such an 
element, then C,(o) % Zqtt and N,(a) E D,(,+,,. Now let a =xX, /3 = uK, 
y = (t E p : ? = r-l}, 6 = {a E GL: ua = u-l}. Since C,(u) is a 2’-group. R,
acts semiregularly on y. To prove the result it suffices toshow R, is regular 
on Y, and so we must prove ] y] = ] R,I = q. Counting pairs 
{(b,r)Ea~p:t~=t-l } in two ways we get ]a( . ]y] = ]p] . 161. ]a] =q2 - 1, 
IPI=q(q-e), /6/=q+e, and so Iy(=q as desired. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. If d is a class of 3-transpositions for E, then L 
belongs to one of the conjugacy classes of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Proof. Because of (4.4) the proof carried out in Section 4 of [Geom II] 
goes through here without change. 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. If L= SL2(2”‘o), then L belongs to one of the classes 
of subgroups listed in Table II. 
ProoJ Choose x, y E T(L) so ]xy] = 2”‘0 + 1 and z E C,(,,(x) - {x}. 
Since (x, z)” c r, either R, = R, or (x,z)EJ L=(x, y,z) and so 
E~(R,,R,,R,). If R,=R,, then z= SL2(2m), and if (x, z) E f, then 
O,(L) = EZzm, L/O,@) = SL2(2m) and the result follows. 
(4.7) LEMMA. Suppose Lg Sp(4,2”O), m, > 1. Let rx = O,(Z(C,(x))). If 
rx < R,, then t g Sp(4,2”‘). 
Proof. Let (x, w) E f4, x, w E T(L), and let y E f2(x) nf,(w) n r(L). Set 
M= (TX, w, Y), N = O,(M). M= N(rx, w), (rx, w) r SL2(2m0), N is 
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elementary abelian of order 23m0 and (rX, W) acts indecomposably on N. It 
follows that (RX,w,y)r O*'(- $0) and so (C,(,,((x,y)))< (S(R,,R,)) and 
this is true for any (x, y) E f2 n r(L). Now let A,, A, be a pair of 
commuting hyperbolic lines of L (i.e., Ai= (T(Ai)) z SL2(2mo), and without 
loss wemayassumexEA,,yEA,. NowifzEC,,( <x,y>),zGr,nr,,, 
then L = (A 1, A *, z). However, R, E h(Rx) n.MR,,) n W,, Ry>. But 
C,((A,, A,)) r 0,(2”) is transitive on such points of z%F, and for any such 
R,, (A,, A,, R,) E Sp(4, 2m). Thus f = Sp(4, 2m) and the lemma is proved. 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. If Lr Sp(4,2*o), then L belongs to one of the 
conjugacy classes of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Proof. By (4.5) we may assume m, > 1. Let K be a r-subgroup of L 
isomorphic to Z, and let xi E T(K), 1 < i < 4, so K = (xi: 1 < i < 4) and 
such that K has the usual relations, that is, for i # j, (xi, xj) E f2 if 
Ii-jl> 1 orf, if i=j+ 1. Now choose yErXq so (~,y(=2~~+ 1. Then 
L = (K, y). There are two possibilities: (i)y E RXq, in which case 
2 z Sp(4, 2”), then rX4 < RXq, and by (4.7) the result holds. (ii) y E f (x4). 
Then R, E C,((x,, x2)) n f(RJ. C = (C,-(K)) r B,(2”) is transitive on 
C,i(XlY x2 > > nf (RX,). Let YE C&(x,, x2>> n f (RX,), M = (K Y>, 
E = O,(M). Then E z E2.,,,,, M/E r Sp(4,2’“) and the result holds. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. Zf 1% Sp(4, 2mo), L > K = (I(K)) g ,X6, then z = K. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (4.8). 
(4.10) PROPOSITION. rf ,?-g Sp(2n,2”0), m= 3 or 4, then 
z g Sp(2n, 2”) and L belongs to one of the conjugacy classes ofgroups listed 
in Table II. 
Proof. If m, = 1, then we are done by (4.5). Suppose m, > 1. Let 
L > K = (Z-(K)) so K E Sp(2n, 2). It suffices toshow R = 2. Suppose n = 3. 
Let Ai=(T(Ai))gZ3, Ai<K, i= 1,2, with [A,,A,]= 1. Let Bi=C,(Ai), 
Ci = C,(Ai). Then L = (C,, C,), K = (R,, B,). Now Ci z Sp(4, 2mo), 
Bi E C,. By (4.9), CL= Bi. Thus L’= (C,, c,) = (B,, B,) = R. A similar 
argument yields ,? = K when n = 4. 
(4.11) PROPOSITION. L is not isomorphic to Sp(2n, 2”‘O) for any n > 5. 
Proof: If EZ Sp(2n, 2”O) with n > 5, then there is a r-subgroup K of L 
with KrZ,,. This contradicts (4.5). 
(4.12) PROPOSITION. Ejg Sz(2mo)for m, > 1. 
Proof. If EE SZ(~~O), then there are xi E T(L). i= 1, 2, 3, with 
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L = (x1,x2,x3). Then E= (Rxj: 1 <i< 3). If N=O@) either N= 1 and 
EZ SLj(2m), SU3(2m) or L/NE SL2(2”7. Since SLJ(27, SU,(2m) and 
SL,(2m) do not have sections isomorphic to SZ(~~O) with m, > 1, the result 
follows. 
(4.13) PROPOSITION. Zf EEA,, then Lr SLJ(2*) (m is even), 
L z 3 - A, and L belongs to one of the classes of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Pro05 We can find x1, x2, x3 E I(L) with L = (x1, x2, x1), so 
z= (R,.: 1 < i < 3). The only possibility is 2 z SL3(2m). 
(4.14) PROPOSITION. If EC’ U,,(2mo), then L belongs to one of the 
conjugacy classes of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Proof. If m, = 1, then we are done by (4.5), so assume m, > 1. Let 
L > K = (r(K)) so Kr U3(2mo). There are x,, x,, x3 E r(K) so 
K = (x,, x,, x3). Then R = (R,.: 1 < i < 3) and the only possibilities are 
I?r SLJ(2m) or SU,(2m). It then follows that if rx = Z(O,(C,(x))) for 
x E T(L), then rx <Rx. The proof now follows by (5.6) of [Sbgp I]. 
(4.15) PROPOSITION. Assume L= O”O(A), A E Chev(2) and d is the 
class of elements central in a long root subgroup of A. Then L belongs to one 
of the classes of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Proof: We may assume L?/z O”(A), A 2 Sp(2n, 2”O), Un(2mo) or Sz(2”‘O) 
by (4.6), (4.8), (4.10), (4.1 I), (4.12) and (4.14). Therefore there is a K, a r- 
subgroup of L, with K/Z@) E L,(2m0). Then there are x,, x2, xj E I’(K) with 
K = (x,, x2, x3) and so i? = (Rx!: 1 < i Q 3). The only possibility is 
R E SL3(2”7. It therefore follows for x E Z(L) that r, = Z(O,(C,(x))) < R,. 
The rest follows from the proof of (4.2), (4.4), (4.6), (4.8), (4.1 I), (4.13), 
and (5.2)-(5.4) in [Sbgp I]. 
(4.16) PROPOSITION. Zf Lr HJ, then L r G,(2”) (m is even) and then L 
belongs to one of the class of subgroups listed in Table II. 
Proof. From [ 121, if LZ HJ we can find r-subgroups K,, K, of L with 
g, E 3 . A,, I?, z U,(3) and J = K, n K, a r-subgroup with JE SU,(2)‘. By 
(4.13) and (4.15), K, z 3 . A,, K1 r SLj(2m), m is even, K, g U,(3), 
I?, z G,(2”) and J E SU,(2’). Now there are xi, x,, x3 E T(J) so 
J= (xi, x2, xj) and so J= (Rxi: 1 < i ,< 3) < f?, . Also since a 3Sylow of J 
non-cyclic, J’E SL,(2m) 
?= I?, = SL1(2m). Then i?, =I<;,. 
SU,(2m). Since R, E SL3(2m), 
Hence z = (9,) 9,) = i?, = G,(2m) 
and the result follows. 
(4.17) PROPOSITION. L* PWq*(4,5). 
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Proof. If Lz PQ-$“(4,5), then there are xi E T(L), 1 < i Q 4, with 
L = (xi : 1 < i < 4). Then by (4.3), t has a non-trivial projective represen- 
tation with degree at most eight, over a field of characteristic wo. This 
contradicts Landazuri and Seitz [ 161. 
(4.18) COROLLARY. E# P.Q**“(n, 5), n 2 5. 
(4.19) PROPOSITION. If Lg O-(4, 2m0), then zz Sp(4, 2”7 and our 
main result holds. 
Proof. Of course by (4.5) we may assume m, > 1. Let x, ,x2 E T(L), so 
lx,xzl = 2”0- 1. Then CL((xl 9 x2)) = (Crdh y x2))) g Dz(zmo+ 1)’ Let 
x3 E C,,&,) n f4(x2). Then (x,, x2, x3) z Z2 X L2(Yo), and 
z = Z((x,, x2, x3)) E G-,,,((x,, x2)). If & E Cro,((x, x2)) - 1~1, then 
L = (x,, x2, x3, x4). Set Ri = Rxi. CR,, R2) E A- Since 
%W(R, 9 R,, R,)) # 1 and R, E f2(R,), we have f4(R3) 2 
XC@,, R2)) - {R,l so (R,, R,, R3) E O”(. + 0). R, = Z = 
Z((R,, R,, R3)) and R, E C,-((R,, R2))nf,(Z). Now from [Geom I] G is 
transitive on triples (R,,R,,R,) and if C=(C,,,,((R,,R,,R,))), 
B = C,((R, , R2)), then O,(C) = O,(C,(Z)), and C/O,(C) = B,(27. O,(C) is 
regular on C,((R,, R2)) n.&(Z), and it follows that J? = Sp(4,2”7 and the 
result holds. I 
(4.20) PROPOSITION. Zf J?Z 0’ (4, 2”O), m, > 1, then 2 z Sp(4,2”) and 
our main result holds. 
Proof: This is proved exactly like (4.19). 
(4.21) PROPOSITION. If E= 0*(6, 2”0), then our main result holds. 
Proof. If m, = 1, then we are done by (4.5), so assume m0 > 1. Suppose 
Lz O’(6, 2”0). Choose A,,A,, commuting r-subgroups of L isomorphic to 
set A, = (C,,,,((A,,A,))), SO A, ZD2(2ma-l). Set 
i= 1,2. Then L = (B,,B,). B, E B, z O-(4,2”0), and 
(4.19), fii E Sp(4, 2”“). Now if Xi = Ii, i = 1, 2, 3, then G 
is transitive on pairs (C, , C,) satisfying Ci = (X(C,)) Z Sp(4, 2”), 
(Xj, X3) ,< Ci < C,(X,(X,), where {i, j} = { 1,2}. For such a pair, (C, , C,} E 
Sp(6,2”). Hence z g Sp(6,2”) and the result holds. 
(4.22) PROPOSITION. If Lg 0*(8,2”0), then our main result holds. 
Proof. This is just like (4.21) and so we omit the proof. 
(4.23) PROPOSITION. L$& 0*(2n, 2”O), n > 5. 
Proof. This is just like (4.39) of [Geom II]. 
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(4.24) LEMMA. There are no subgroups K satisfying (2.2) having a 
quotient K with F(K) homocyclic of exponent s, prime, s # 2,3, and rank 
three, such that K/F(K) E Z, . 
Proof If K exists, then there are x, y, z E T(K) with (x, y, z) covering E 
and so we may take K = (x, y, z). Then an s-Sylow of K has a section of 
rank three. However, if J= O,(x), then either K/J= SL2(2”7 Kr .SL3(2”9 
or l? z SU3(2”‘) and we have a contradiction. 
(4.25) LEMMA. There are no subgroups K satisfying (2.2) having a 
quotient I? with O(K) z 2, ) Z, . 
Proof. This is just like (4.24). 
(4.26) PROPOSITION. There are no subgroups K of G satisfying (2.2) 
having a quotient K E L2(2mo) 1 C,, n > 3. 
Proof: If K exists, then K contains a subgroup K, satisfying (2.2), with a 
quotient K, with 0(x,) z Z, 2 Z, (if m, = 1) or F(KI) homocyclic of 
exponent s, s prime not 2 or 3 and rank three with K,/F(K,) z Z, (if 
m, > 1). This, however, contradicts (4.24) and (4.25) and the proposition 
follows. 
Now all possibilities for L, L satisfying (2.2) and (2.6) have been 
exhausted and (4.1) is proved. From (4.1) the following may also be 
deduced. 
(4.27) THEOREM. Let G be one of Fd(q), *E,(q), EJq), E,(q) or E,(q), 
q=2m and M a maximal subgroup. Assume 1 # A4, = (T(M)), and 
O,(M) = 1. Zf, for no x E T(M), L = L(x) = (xmo) CI M, then we have one of 
the following: 
(i) G = ‘E,(q), L g SU3(2”7 and IM : N,(L)1 = 3; 
(ii) G zEE6(q), L E SL3(2’7 and IM : N,(L)1 = 3; 
(iii) G = E,(q), and either 
(a) L g SL,(q), IM : N,(L)/ = 8 (and q > 2); 
(b) L z SL,(q), IM : N,(L)/ = 4; 
(c) L z SU,(q), IM : N,,,(L)1 = 4 (and q > 2); 
(d) L g SL,(q), JM : N,(L)1 = 2; 
(e) L E W,(q), IM : NM(L)1 = 2; 
(f) L z 3Dq(q), lM : N,(L)/ = 2; 
(g)’ L r D,(q), I M : N,(L) 1 = 2. 
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5. THE CASE O(L) k’Z(L) 
In this section we assume L satisfies 
L = (r(L)) is transitive on T(L), O,(L) = 1 (2.2) 
and 
O(L) 4 Z(L)* (2.7) 
In light of the results of [Geom II] we may assume q = 2”o > 2. Our main 
result will be 
(5.1) THEOREM. If G =,5,(q), L < G satisfies (2.2) and (2.7) then 
O,(E) = I and either 
(i) Z is classical or linear; 
(ii) 2 = (3, q - l)\E,(q), L z Z:\O;(2), s\q - 1; 
(iii) E Z (3, q + l)\‘E,(q), L r ZWO;(2), s\q + 1; 
(iv) Z s E,(q), L g Zi\Z, X Sp6(2), s\q f 1; or 
(v) z = G, L z Z;\2\0,‘(2), s\q f 1. 
(5.2) Remark. By [ 151 we know the possibilities for L in (i) of (5.1). 
We prove (5.1) by proving analogues of the lemmas from Sections 3 and 5 
of [Geom II] and we can quote verbatim the proof of the corresponding 
result, Theorem (5.2), in that paper. The proofs of these lemmas are similar 
to those in [Geom II]; however, there are a number of subtle differences that 
warrant the treatment we give here. 
For the remainder of the section we assume L satisfies (2.2) and (2.7). 
(5.3) LEMMA. A = r(L) is a conjugacy class of odd-transpositions for L. 
Proof. It suffices to prove L does not contain T z Z, x Z, with 
P E r(L). Suppose T existed. Set 0 = O(L) and r#= {t, , t,, t, ]. Note that 
for i # j, tj E O,(C,(t,)). Let 0, = C,(tJ. Of course, tj normalizes Oi. Then 
[Oi, tjJ < Oin O,(C,(t,)) = 1 and so 0, c 0,. Since i, j were arbitrary 
Oi = Oj for all i, j. But 0 = (0,) O,, 0,) and SO 0 = Oi for all i. But L is 
transitive in r(L) so [O,I’(L)] = 1 and so 1 = [0, (r(L))] = [0, L] and 
0 < Z(L), a contradiction. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Assume B ST(L), (0 = SL,(q) or W,(q), and 
r(L n @j) = 8. If w E r(L) - e, then f..(w) n e f: 0. 
Proof. Let K = (0, w), M = 8, N = O,(M) and denote images in MfN by 
an overbar. Now fi is a classical or linear group with rank at most four and 
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(R x : x E r(K)) = A and so O,(@ = 1. It follows easily that K satisfies the 
hypotheses. Since 0,((e)) = 1, (e> z (67). Now either there is x E 8 so 
[X, $1 = 1 or KJ E 8. In the latter case if x E 8 so f = CJ, then also [Z, ti] = 1. 
Thus, in either case there is x E 0 so [x, w] E ZV, i.e., so (x, w) is a 2-group. 
If (x, w) & f,, then (x, w)” G r or (x, [x, w])# E r, contradicting (5.3). 
(5.5) LEMMA. Let K = (P(K)) be transitive on l(K) and assume for 
x E T(K), C,,,,(x) = {x}. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) Kg&; 
(ii) r? z SL,(q) and K is dihedral, D2s, s ) q f- 1; or 
(iii) R E SL,(q) or SU,(q) and either K g SU,(2)’ or K has a unique 
normal homocyclic Abelian subgroup J of rank two and exponent s ( q f 1 
with K/J z Z3. 
Proof: By Glauberman’s Z,-theorem [ 141, K = O(L)(x) for x E T(L). 
Assume false. Then in a minimal counterexample, no three elements of r(K) 
generate K, but there are xi, 1 < i < 4, in r(K) so K = (xi : 1 < i < 4). Then 
z/O,(E) is classical or linear by (4.3). Since O,(L) = 1, we may assume z is 
classical. Now by [ 151 no such counterexample exists. 
(5.6) Notation. Set Q = O(L) and for x E T(L), 6, =r(Q(x)), yx = 
r(L n @A e, = o(W) and S, = O((y,)). Note for yE 6, - {x}, 
(x, y)Ef, and 6,=6,. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Assume y E T(L) and (x, y) Ef2. Then 6, ~f,( y). 
Proof. Assume on the contrary, and let w E S, nf,( y). Set 
K = (x, y, w), J = O,($). Then Jg E,+ g/Jr SL,(q), Z = Z(R) E X and 
J/Z is a standard module for K/J (there are two cases, where F c r and 
r(P) = z”). Suppose K f’? J = 1. Then K may be identified with a sugroup of 
a p-local of R/J, p # 2. Then K is dihedral, contradicting (x, y) E fi n r(K). 
Thus KnJfl. SetR=(xz)<O(L). Now [KnJ,R]<JnO(L)=l and 
so K n J < Z. Then K = (K n J) x (x, z). However, (K n J)“E f,(x), and so 
r((K n J, x)) = {x} u (K n J)#. Then y E (K nJ)” and so [y, w] is a two 
element, contradicting (y, w) E f4 and the lemma is complete. 
(5.8) LEMMA. If Q is not abelian, then z z SL,(q) or SU,(q). 
Proof By (5.5), (6,) E SL,(q), SL,(q) or W,(q). Suppose <s,> # 
SL,(q). We show that L = (8,). It suffices to show that L = (yX) for then 
L = Q(x) and T(L) = yX = 6,. Assume on the contrary that r(L) # y, and 
let y E r(Lj - yX. Then f,(y) n yx # 0 by (5.4). Without loss, Y Ef,(x). 
Then 6,s f,(y) by (5.7) and so [(TX), y] = 1.. Thus Y, Cf2(y>. Gonse- 
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quently, r(L) - yX centralizes y,. But this contradicts L = (T(L)) transitive 
on T(L) and we are done. 
Thus we may henceforth assume (sX > E SL,(q). We next show that for 
x # y, [S,, S,] = 1. If (x, y) E f2, then [a,, S,] = 1 and it immediately 
follows that [S,, S,] = 1. Suppose y Ef,(x)n T(L) - yx. Set K = (yx, y), 
J = O,(R). Suppose J # 1 and K n J = 1. As I?/J z SL,(q) we must have K 
dihedral, which implies y E y,. Thus if J # 1, then K n J # 1. In this case we 
must have K n J < Z(R) and K = (K nJ) X (y,) as in the proof of (5.7), 
and we get a contradiction as we did there. Thus R z SL,(q) or SU,(q) and 
either F(K) = S, x S, and K/F(K) z EC, or K E SU,(2)‘. In either case 
[S,, S,] = 1. 
As a result, S = (S, :x ET(L)) is a normal abelian subgroup of L and 
hence S < F = F(L). Also S, = Q,. 
Now by arguments already used, if y E &(x) n T(L) - 6, and 
0 = f((d,, Y)), then (8) 1 S&(q) or SU,(q). Consequently (x, y) z ,IY’, . 
Moreover, clearly, 8 = T(L n (8’)). If z = xy, then 8 = 6, U 6, U 6,. By (5.4), 
if w E T(L) - 0, then 0nfJw) # 0 and so f,(w) n {x, y,z} # 0. This 
implies T(L)S/S is a conjugacy class of 3-transposition in L/S with the 
cotriangle property. That is, for 5 YE T(L)S/S, either [X, 71 = 1 or 
(2, p) = C, and in the latter case, if w E T(L)S/S - (X, j) then ti centralizes 
an involution of (2, 7). By Shult [ 171, if T = 0, (L mod S), then L/T is one 
of the following: (a) ,?Y,, (b) Sp(2n, 2), (c) 0*(2n, 2). Now Q/S < Z(L/S). 
However, the 3-transposition of these groups never lift o 3-transpositions in 
any non-trivial covering with a center of odd order. Thus if Q # S, then 
Q/S 2 Z,, L/S g E, and I? z SL,(q) or SU,(q) and the lemma holds. 
Otherwise Q = S is abelian and the lemma is completed. 
(5.9) LEMMA. C,(Q) has odd order. 
Proof: Assume 1 C,(Q)] is even, and let r E C,(Q), t an involution. Since 
O,(L) = I, t & Z(L). Since L = (T(L)), there is x E T(L) so x Zx’. Set 
y = x’. Since Q: = QY and [r, Q] = 1, Q, = QY. This implies y E 6,, 
1 # xy E S,. However, xy = (xt)’ . r inverts xt and so inverts (xt)’ = xy, 
contradicting r E C,(Q). 
(5.9) LEMMA. Assume L& SL,(q), SL,(q), or SU,(q). Let 
K = G,,,(4) f or some x E r(L). Then O,(K) = 1. Moreover if y E T(K), 
K, = (y”), then K satisJies (2.2) and (2.7). 
Proof. Let U = O,(K). Since K a C,(x),, U < O,(C,(x)). C,(x) < 
O(C,(x)), therefore [U, C,(x)] Q O,(C,(x)) n O(C,(x)) = 1. Also C,,,,(x) =
C,&S,), and so [U, Q,] = 1. Since Q = [Q, x] x Q,, [Q, U] = 1. Now by 
(5.9), U = 1. Now suppose y E T(K), K, = (y”). Then K, a K and therefore 
O,(K,) = 1. By [lo], K, is transitive on T(K,). It remains to show 
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O(K,) 4 Z(K,). But this follows since 6, E C,,,,(x), so that 6, c T(K,) and 
hence Qy < W,), Qy < ZKd. 
At this point we can now quote the proof of (5.2) in Section 5 of 
[Geom II] which goes through without change. This completes our results. 
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